Leisure & Entertainment Projects
Without Light, no atmosphere, no experience, no feeling.

**PAINTING WITH LIGHT** was founded in Belgium and provides professional lighting & video design and consulting services for a wide range of international projects.

We DESIGN and PRODUCE visual experiences that dazzle & shine. We tell stories by combining light, video, scenic & architectural elements, sound and special effects.

Our ambition is to create emotions - giving audiences an unforgettable experience.
SERVICES

Concept Design
Developing, presenting and coordinating lighting design concepts with art directors, architects, interior designers, landscape designers, etc. – this includes colored drawings, reference images, lighting sketches, 3D lighting simulation images, photo-retouch images, ...

Schematic Design
Preparing Schematic Design documents, based on the Concept Design – this includes preliminary lighting layouts, lighting fixture schedules, lighting specifications, preliminary fixture budget, ...

Technical Design
Providing Technical Design Development documents, based on the Schematic Design – this includes lighting layouts, lighting grouping layout, mounting details, lighting fixture schedule, lighting loading schedule, lighting control schedule, lighting specifications, ...

Build
Engaging in the complete installation or parts of a project, depending on the scope. Providing, tuning and focusing of lighting fixtures and supervising scene settings.

Project Management
Providing experts in planning, executing, controlling, and finishing the work of the installation team to achieve the planned goals and meet specific success criteria within the specified time frame and agreed budget.

Lighting Simulation & Visualisation
Producing photo-realistic images, simulations and animations, which will be useful not only for verifying the proposed lighting effect, but also for the entire design process. Relux or Dialux lighting calculations using photometric data for lighting fixtures. Producing video projection and LED screen calculations and simulations.

Custom Design
Designing, developing and producing custom lighting fixtures or integrating light sources into existing decoration items.

Show Control & System Integration
Full automated show control, blending all technological elements together to produce stand-alone or directed shows.

Light & Media Programming
Providing programmers and operators, which are fully integrated into our production teams, working together with the creative designer.

Media Creation
Providing an in-house team of creatives, experienced in multi-media content creation.

Training & Service
Providing a full range of support services upon delivery – this includes a review of the as-built files and an overview of the maintenance contracts. Providing all necessary documentation and manuals and engaging in custom training sessions for the operation and maintenance of the systems as required.
Playstation Experience

Plopsaland – de Panne

Anubis the Ride

Multimedia Experience – The Village Outlet, Villefontaine
Scan this QR-Code with your phone-camera or QR-App to check out one of our VR simulations.
Our roots are in show business. We can take a lead in creating the lighting and multimedia design of a show to launch a new ride, the grand opening of a zone or any other one-off, special or recurring show in your park.